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Introduction
The NEMO action has been conceived as an integrated set of measures that could generate
direct effects on:
● Students. By participating in the training activities, they could develop new awareness
on discrimination and stereotypes and tools to fight against misinformation
phenomenon.
● School staff. By co-creating the Toolkit, they could acquire awareness of their role as
positive change agents. They could also develop new specific knowledge on
stereotypes, e.g., how these are constructed and spread, reinforced and crystallized, and
how these can be countered by means of alternative positive narratives.
● Students’ families. They could support their children’s educational path with an
inclusive and non-discriminatory approach through participation in the creation of the
Toolkit.
The evaluative observation and analysis have mainly concerned the changes that were
expected to take place with these direct target groups through the regular use of the Toolkit in
schools and the access to the communication messages.
The evaluation methodology and the preliminary set of evaluation tools have been presented
in the Impact Evaluation Plan (Deliverable 5.1), submitted at the beginning of 2019. Since then,
the Plan has been improved, being a “living” document which needs to be updated and
integrated as the project develops and different circumstances are encountered. As stated in
that document, the objects of impact assessment have been the NEMO Toolkit and the
communication campaign.
It is important to recall at this stage that throughout 2020 and 2021 the set-up and
implementation of the NEMO laboratories in schools (as planned in Work Package 4) has been
substantially affected by the break-out of the Covid-19 pandemic. For NEMO, the resulting
healthcare emergency has entailed the rearrangement of the laboratories’ method, schedule and
programme. The situation related to the opening of schools and the admission of external
trainers has been different in each of the project countries and, therefore, the NEMO staff have
had to elaborate differentiated solutions for the pilot phase. The local contexts of use have been
rather different than planned and the achieved results have been, in some cases, dissimilar from
the project’s ambition. The online communication campaign (as planned in Work Package 5)
has also had to adapt contents and timetable according to the implementation of the laboratories
and the Toolkit review and finalisation.
As regards the evaluation deeds, the mandate and the focus have also been adapted to
accommodate the new schedule and plans implemented locally.
This Impact Report presents the observed results and impacts affecting the direct target groups.
It is structured in three main parts:
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● Part I: The project framework. The main features of the NEMO project are covered,
with specific attention paid to the original Theory of Change and to the ideal set of
stakeholders to be reached and involved.
● Part II: Data Analysis. Following the description of the rationale of the adopted
evaluation tools, the data collected from the local users (students, teachers, NEMO
trainer, and parents) and from the social media analytics are examined and discussed.
● Part III: The lessons learned. The experiences developed throughout the
implementation of the NEMO activities are critically discussed, as highlights from the
field practices and from the communication campaign.
The final Part IV: Annexes, contains the full range of the NEMO evaluation tools.
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I – THE PROJECT FRAMEWORK
1.

NEMO in a nutshell

The NEMO action stems from the assumption that young people’s beliefs and behaviours
about third-country nationals and refugees are particularly affected by fake news and
discriminatory stereotypes, as presented and conveyed by online platforms and social
media. This is particularly true for young teenagers, aged 11-14, who are fully immersed in a
process of personal formation leading to the development of core values and attitudes.
In order to counter this phenomenon and to reinforce and innovate the educational strategies
available in the communities contributing with inclusive values and positive examples, the
NEMO project has set up a progressive and solid intervention approach. Starting from the
analysis of the main forms of stereotypes and discriminatory behaviours affecting young people
in the five partner countries (Italy, Austria, Bulgaria, France, and Hungary), an innovative and
highly communicative Toolkit for schools has been drafted and tested.
The Toolkit has been co-created with the engagement of the key agencies for school-aged
youth’s formal, non formal and informal education, e.g., schools, families, cultural institutions
and aggregation centres. It has been developed taking into consideration not only factual data
analysed through desk research/ literature review, but also contents collected from interviews
with local key informants and stakeholders. They were asked questions about students’
experience online, their capacity to recognise discriminatory and hate speech, fake news about
third country nationals and other related phenomena. The first release of the Toolkit has been
piloted in a sample of secondary schools in the five countries. At the same time, a large-scale
transnational communication campaign has been launched on social media.
The NEMO action has been conceived as an integrated set of measures that could generate
direct effects on:
● Students. By participating in the training activities, they could develop new awareness
on discrimination and stereotypes and tools to fight against misinformation
phenomenon.
● School staff. By co-creating the Toolkit, they could acquire awareness of their role as
positive change agents. They could also develop new specific knowledge on
stereotypes, e.g. how these are constructed and spread, reinforced and crystallized, and
how these can be countered by means of alternative positive narratives.
● Students’ families. They could support their children’s educational path with an
inclusive and non-discriminatory approach through participation in the creation of the
Toolkit.
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2.

The NEMO’s Theory of Change

2.1 The NEMO value statement
The NEMO action develops in the context of EU countries where there is a growing need to
counter negative perceptions and stereotypes against third-country nationals and refugees (or
asylum seekers), by promoting broad information campaigns and awareness-raising
measures addressing all European citizens. Special attention must be paid to young people
who are in the process of acquiring core competences related, for instance, to critical thinking
and to diversity management, and are particularly sensitive to messages conveyed by new
media.
NEMO benefits from the existing corpus of institutional documents, which are the expressions
of a common policy path developed in the European Union about the relationship between
European values, non-discrimination, online communication and information and youth
policies.
Against this background, NEMO intends to contribute to:
● the progress of education approaches and practices supporting inclusion,
diversity, critical thinking and democratic values;
● the shaping of the forthcoming policy agenda focussing on education, youth’s
media literacy and digital citizenship, engaging young citizens in decision-making
and building trust through dialogue.

2.2 The NEMO’s objectives, target groups and expected impact
In the Application form, the project Consortium clearly stated the general and specific
objectives and the expected impact, together with a preliminary set of quantitative results and
indicators.
The originally planned set of indicators and measures has been critically reshuffled in the
course of the school year 2020-21, considering the constraints introduced by national health
authorities in response to the Covid-19 emergency. Therefore, the project partners, whilst
confirming the qualitative objectives, have partly reformulated the quantitative ones in
consideration of the limited availability of school classes having to handle the curricular
activities in a context of lockdown and digital learning.
● The NEMO’s overall objective, directly connected to the AMIF 2017 Call - Priority 1,
refers to: Combating stereotypes against third-country nationals focusing on the
multiplying role played by online information and communication through an
7
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awareness raising and training process addressed at young people approaching the
online environment, to guide them to the conscious and balanced use of online
communication and information about the migratory phenomenon and third-country
nationals.
● The NEMO specific objectives as stated in the Application form:
- To develop effective learning methodologies benefiting young students aged 1114, to tackle urgent subject matters related to citizenship rights and inclusion, and
affecting digital skills and key competences. Built on factual data, and reinforced
through an innovative large-scale communication campaign, the NEMO
methodology has been encapsulated in the Toolkit for secondary schools.
- To provide teachers and educators with specific tools (methodology, activities,
learning resources) to be used in the schools’ programmes as well as in non-formal
education path aimed at countering hate speech, discrimination, the use of fake
news, etc.
- To support public awareness about the existing discriminatory narratives and hate
speech affecting third-country nationals living in the EU.
The achieved objectives are not to be considered as an end goal but as a launching pad to
further the specific learning pathways with the full involvement of students, school staff,
families, and the broader community.
The project’s primary target group is represented by young students aged 11-14 and
attending lower secondary school in the five partner countries. In the project proposal it was
stated that 150 students would be directly reached and involved in the national activities. As
regards the communication campaign, the figure reaches out to 10.000 teenagers (global figure
comprising number of “Likes”, Positive external Posts, sharing and downloads).
The secondary target groups are represented by:
-

300 families will be involved during the project implementation, and more will be
reached through the replication of the project.
50 teachers will acquire new knowledge on stereotypes and counter-narratives and
will be motivated to replicate the training process.
20 Schools will experience an increase in the tools and awareness about the patterns
of discrimination affecting young people

● The expected impact refers to the capacity of the NEMO educational methodology and
practices to contribute to:
- Enrich learning programmes with the aim of improving young people’s
behaviours and perceptions about third-country nationals. At the end of the project,
the young adolescents will have a more critical attitude and capacity to spot fake news
and stereotypes within the pieces of information that they receive regarding third
country nationals in the EU, migration flows and the migrants’ contributions to the
European society and the national context. This aims to generate a more balanced social
and psychological growth path towards adulthood.
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2.3 The NEMO process to support participation and foster change
The 24-month implementation of the NEMO project, then extended to 30 months, has been a journey, during which different target groups have
embarked on a number of activities/learning experiences using different resources at different places. The NEMO process is represented below:
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3.

The involved stakeholders

Stakeholders have been addressed and analysed with respect to their interests and preferences
vis-à-vis the project’s communication campaign.
In the NEMO communication and dissemination strategy the following stakeholder groups
have been identified in the five partner countries. It is to be noted that samples of these three
groups are directly addressed by the whole set of the planned activities e.g., the school
laboratories and the communication campaign, and share a similar interest in the acceptance of
the NEMO outputs and results:
● Students / young teenagers, aged 11-14, participating in the training activities and
young population in general reached by communication activities.
They are engaged in developing new awareness on discrimination and stereotypes.
Similarly, they will acquire new tools to fight against misinformation and become more
conscious users.
● Teaching staff in schools. They are engaged in acquiring awareness of their role as
positive agents of change, and developing new specific knowledge on stereotypes, e.g.
how these are constructed and spread, reinforced and crystallized, and how these can
be countered by means of alternative positive narratives.
● Students’ families. They have a direct interest in supporting their children's
educational path with a more inclusive and non-discriminatory approach thanks to the
participation in the creation of the Toolkit
The group of players which will be indirectly affected and interested by the NEMO results will
be composed of different education agencies and political decision-makers at peripheral and
central level, namely:
● The school management (principals, managing boards).
● The local/regional education boards.
● The Ministry of Education.
These players need to be engaged so that they can acquire new information about
discriminatory phenomena among the selected target and will be encouraged to change the
approach regarding their role as crucial agents of change supporting youngsters and reinforcing
the effects of the action on teachers, schools, families.
Finally, local communities, different youth agencies, and research institutions (comprising
universities) have also a direct interest in the NEMO results, although their relevance is less
intense.
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The NEMO activities have aimed at involving the different stakeholder constituencies by
means of different outputs, tools and channels:
● The Toolkit, used in school laboratories/workshops with the engagement of school
principals, teachers, students and their families;
● The mutual learning events, involving teachers, students and their families, the local
NEMO project partners and other education agencies;
● The communication campaign, carried out on the project’s Facebook and Instagram
profiles, addressed the broad public of young users (as defined in the communication
strategy) and possibly other interested groups.
The segmentation of the addressed target groups has been intended as a way to reach the
relevant audiences in a more precise way, increasing the effectiveness of the project results.
In the following chart, the identified stakeholders are presented and positioned considering
their level of interest and power/influence vis-à-vis the NEMO’s objectives and achieved
results. It is worth mentioning that in this chart the stakeholders’ potential interest is mapped;
their concrete appreciation and involvement has been taken into consideration in the evaluation
analysis when dealing with the social capital/community dimension.
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The map of NEMO’s stakeholders, considering their relevance / interrelated interest and influence
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II – DATA ANALYSIS
4.

Data collection and analysis

4.1 The evaluation dimensions and attributions
As stated in the Impact Evaluation Plan (Deliverable 5.1), the objects of impact assessment
have been the NEMO Toolkit and the communication campaign. Observation has mainly
concerned the changes that were expected to take place with the direct target groups through
the regular use of the Toolkit in schools and the access to the communication messages.
The initial evaluation questions have been accepted and then reformulated according to the
“domains” interested by the NEMO methodology and practices:
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1. PEDAGOGICAL DIMENSION
Key evaluation questions (KEQs):
● To what extent have the project’s objectives been met, in terms of effective learning
methodologies to promote methodological and thematic innovation in the classroom?
● To what extent has the use of the Toolkit changed the teaching strategies and the
methodologies adopted to discuss about discrimination (and the other “NEMO
topics”)?
Attributions:
i. Methodological innovation for school programmes
Descriptors:
● Possibility for students to design their own learning experiences: creation by students
of events, digital content, opportunities for reflection through one of the resources
available in the Toolkit (e.g. online pages, photo reportage, interviews with migrant
women etc.).
● Use of experiential learning and simulations for learning and for practicing knowledge,
skills and competences for anti-discrimination initiatives carried out in educational
institutions starting from the use of the Toolkit in the months following implementation.
● Consideration of digital and social media literacy in everyday life to counter
disinformation and recognize fake news, increasing students’ social skills and
citizenship competences (participation in online initiatives, requests for information,
creation of spontaneous groups, etc.).
● Complementarity with current school curricula and openness to integrate the NEMO
resources: adoption of the Toolkit as an educational tool in most of the schools reached
by the project within 6 months following implementation.
ii. Thematic innovation
Descriptors:
● Recognition of the “NEMO topics” as key subject matters for bringing school
programmes closer to pupils’ and families’ experience.
● Teachers’ increased awareness about the NEMO subject matters concerning digital
competence, social media literacy
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2. BEHAVIOURAL/INDIVIDUAL DIMENSION related to each direct target group
Key evaluation questions:
● How and to what extent have the proposed activities helped students develop their
awareness about the NEMO topics and the Toolkit (comprising the skillset and the
approach to handle them)?
● Has the use of the Toolkit increased the level of students’ social and civic competences?
Attributions:
iii. Scope for students to voice their ideas
Descriptors:
● Students’ increased awareness about the NEMO topics and Toolkit.
● Active contribution to implement the Toolkit activities (e.g. the interview with the
migrant person).
● Declared change(s) in their skillset, understanding and approach to deal with NEMO
topics and Toolkit.
● Creation by students of events, digital content, opportunities for reflection through one
of the resources available in the Toolkit.

3. ORGANISATIONAL DIMENSION
Key evaluation questions:
● Have the schools that participated in the project expressed the interest to further use the
Toolkit as part of their educational strategies?
● To what extent have the NEMO methodology, contents and activities been proposed
within local initiatives during the project lifecycle (in other classes within the same
school / in other schools / in other educational agencies / in other different contexts)?
Attributions:
iv. Systemic improvement
Descriptors:
● Other anti-discrimination initiatives implemented in educational institutions starting
from the use of the Toolkit in the months following implementation.
● School’s consideration of integrating specific activities to counter discriminatory
speech and to support critical use of social media and handling of fake news.
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4. SOCIAL CAPITAL / COMMUNITY DIMENSION
Key evaluation question:
● To what extent have the schools assumed a role for the local community about the
NEMO topics and Toolkit?
Attributions:
v. The relational social capital among the subjects of the community who deal with antidiscrimination issues
Descriptors:
● Mapping of key stakeholders / segmentation and adapted strategy to involve them.
● Ability to reach out to local stakeholders, involve them (e.g. joint initiatives) and
achieve results.
● Parental involvement in school activities.

5. COMMUNICATION DIMENSION
Key evaluation questions:
● To what extent has the NEMO communication campaign reached its target groups?
● To what extent has the NEMO communication campaign been effective at individual
and community scale?
● To what extent has the NEMO communication campaign produced changes at different
“depths”, in terms of reached audiences, understanding of the message, changes in
engagement with respect to the topic?
● To what extent has the NEMO communication campaign reached the decision makers?
Attributions:
vi. Reached target groups
Descriptors:
● (Quantitative focus) Number of reached direct target groups.
● Number of reached stakeholders.
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vii. Awareness-raising potential
Descriptors:
● Ability of the campaigns to reach the identified target groups with the designed tools;
no. of hits on the project’s communication channels (Website; ADV campaign; Video
Spot; Info days).
viii. Engagement potential
Descriptors:
● Ability of the campaigns to engage the identified target groups with the designed tools;
no. of users’ posts, re-posts, sharing on the project’s communication channels.

4.2 The evaluation tools
The tools for data collection have been developed following the construction of the NEMO
Toolkit and the launch of the communication campaign (from project months 10 and 13
onwards). The tools and the proposed schedule were developed in 2019, during a time of
“peace”, when all the conditions for implementation appeared smooth and regular. When the
Covid-19 pandemic broke out in 2020,
As regards the evaluation of the Toolkit, the approach implied the triangulation of data sources,
engaging students, in a few cases also their parents, the local teachers, and the trainers working
for the NEMO partner organisations. Triangulation, or the consideration of multiple viewpoints
with regard to the project Toolkit, has allowed to minimise biases and to collect a rich variety
of data and information about the use of the tool, its strong and weak points, the possibilities
for further adoption and integration within school curricula. As supported by mainstreaming
literature1, there are a few reasons for undertaking triangulation:
● Enriching: The outputs of different informal tools (e.g. semi-structured interviews) and
formal instruments (e.g. survey questionnaires) add value to each other by explaining
different aspects of one same issue.
● Refuting or confirming: The different points of view allow to disprove a hypothesis
generated by another set of options, or otherwise they allow to reinforce and confirm it.
● Explaining: The set of options resulting from a different source allows us to shed light
on the findings derived from another set of options.

1

Among others: Carvalho S., White H., 1997, Combining the quantitative and qualitative
approaches to poverty measurement and analysis. The practice and the potential. World Bank
Technical Paper 366. Washington, D.C.: World Bank
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The tools that have been used are:
The participant questionnaire for students. The involved students constitute the main target
group, whose feedback (in terms of acceptance, engagement, sense-making) about the
laboratories and the Toolkit is key to appreciate the potential for pedagogical and
behavioural/individual impact. The proposed questions are very practical and contextualised to
the NEMO laboratories to encourage the young respondents to provide honest and consistent
points of view.
The questionnaire for school teachers. The involved teachers’ viewpoints about the activities
carried out are key elements to appreciate the real effectiveness of the Toolkit in terms of
pedagogical innovation; capacity to support individual/behavioural changes in students and
teaching staff; capacity to stimulate community networking and support other specific
initiatives; capacity to be adopted in other schools / contexts to fight discrimination and online
hate speech.
The questionnaire for parents. Families are a key educational agency capable of transmitting
rules, role models, beliefs and values to young children (as those addressed in NEMO).
Therefore, parents’ involvement and appreciation of the proposed contents and activities are
key to support the overall success of the laboratories and to foster acceptance at the community
level. The proposed questions investigate parents’ opinions about the approach and the contents
presented in the Toolkit, as a lever to discuss about the issues of internet, discrimination and
online hatred.
The logbook for trainers. It is a tool specifically designed to keep track of each session of the
school laboratories. Trainers are expected to fill it in by adding details about the organisation
of the laboratory activities and the use of the NEMO tools; the students’ active participation
and reactions to the proposed activities; possible critical points and strengths; current achieved
results; support from the school and role of the teachers.
The collected information is useful to cover the pedagogical, the organisational and the social
capital dimensions.
The Evaluation rubric and the interview proforma for trainers. These two alternative tools
have been proposed to the NEMO trainers and the local project manager, leaving them to
choose to fill in the rubric or to sit for an interview with the Evaluator. The aim is to summarise
the important elements related to the Toolkit testing phase in a single evaluative judgment. The
following indicators are assessed:
● Level of learning/satisfaction of young people.
● Level of satisfaction of the teachers involved.
● Inclusion of the Toolkit within the school's teaching strategies.
● Usefulness: resolution of conflicts or difficult situations in the classroom.
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● Positive climate in the classroom.
● Awareness raising & promotion of the Toolkit in the community.
● Level of involvement of families / parents’ learning.
For each indicator, examples are provided of levels of impact that the project can reach.
Respondents need to select the one which best describes their local experience and to add their
own comments, referring to elements that can describe a change, i.e. the feedback from
beneficiaries, original documentation, events, ideas or projects inspired by the Toolkit or the
project.
The complete set of evaluation tools is attached in the report’s Annex.
As regards the evaluation of the communication campaign, online metrics/analytics have been
taken into account in relation to awareness (impressions, views, like, re-posts, etc.)
The evaluation matrix shown below has been used so to make sure that the planned data
collection phases would cover all the key evaluation questions (KEQs) whilst ensuring
sufficient triangulation between different data sources:
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NEMO’s Evaluation matrix
Evaluation Tools

COMMUNICATION
DIMENSION

SOCIAL ORGANISATIONAL
CAPITAL
DIMENSION

BEHAVIOURAL
DIMENSION

PEDAGOGICAL
DIMENSION

KEQs
To what extent have the project’s objectives been met, in
terms of effective learning methodologies to promote
methodological and thematic innovation in the classroom
Has the use of the toolkit changed the teaching strategies,
the school’s curriculum and the methodologies adopted to
discuss about discrimination?
How and to what extent have the proposed activities helped
develop students’ awareness about the NEMO topics and
toolkit?

The Evaluation
rubric / interview
proforma for
trainers

The logbook for
trainers

The participant
questionnaire for
students

The questionnaire
for school teachers

























Has the use of the toolkit increased the level of social and
civic competences of the students? Through which
mechanism?
Have the schools that participated in the project incorporated
the toolkit into their educational strategies? To what extent?

The questionnaire
for parents











To what extent have the NEMO methodology, contents and
activities been proposed within other local initiatives during
the project lifecycle?





To what extent have the schools assumed a role as advisors
for the local community about the NEMO topics and toolkit







The analysis of
online metrics



To what extent has the NEMO communication campaign
reached the specific target groups?



To what extent has the NEMO communication campaign
been effective at individual and community scale?



To what extent has the NEMO communication campaign
produced changes in the reached audiences, understanding
of the message, engagement, models and imagination?
To what extent has the NEMO communication campaign
reached the decision makers?
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4.3 The schedule for data collection

January to February 2020: Project partners set the definitive schedule for the NEMO
laboratories in the five countries
March: School laboratories were launched in Italy, Hungary, Austria and Bulgaria
After one or two sessions, activities had to be stopped due to Covid-19 restrictions; schools are
closed
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September to December: School laboratories were resumed and organised in Italy, Hungary,
Austria and Bulgaria. With continuing stop-and-go’s, activities were carried out in an
intermittent way, until Winter vacations. Schedules had to be updated almost on a daily basis,
following official decrees and directives decided by national governments in consideration of
the pandemic emergency.
Evaluation data were collected in a fragmented way. The Evaluator proposed to postpone data
collection.
January 2021: Project partners and local schools proceeded with the rescheduling of the
NEMO laboratories. Teachers ensured their availability starting from the end of February.
Some sessions of the laboratories needed to be organised as online events.
February to March: Laboratories were realised in Italy, Hungary, Austria and Bulgaria.
Project partners started using the evaluation tools with students, teachers and parents.
The Evaluator proposed to integrate the data collected in the evaluation rubric with in-depth
interviews with representatives of project partners.
April: Laboratories were realised in France. Since schools still did not allow external trainers
in their premises, UrbanProd decided to organise the workshops in an external location (a youth
aggregation centre). Data collection was carried out.
May to June: Laboratories were finalised. Project partners completed data collection and
submitted the Evaluation tools for analysis.
June to July: The Evaluator carried out data processing and elaboration, and reporting.

4.4 Specificities of the pilot sites: the contexts of use
In 2020 and 2021, the organisation of the NEMO laboratories in schools was substantially
affected by the break-out of
the Covid-19 pandemic. The
situation related to the
opening of schools and the
admission
of
external
trainers was different in each
of the project countries and,
therefore, the NEMO staff
had
to
elaborate
differentiated solutions for
the pilot phase.
Among the proposed options, partners agreed about readjusting the laboratories and adapting
them for an online environment. This solution would require more back-office work of
partners’ staff in order to elaborate such qualitative change. One of the adaptations suggested
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for the online environment was the reduction of the number of workshops to a 4-meeting
programme for each class group so as to give each organisation enough working hours for the
readjustment. Moreover, allowing for 4 online meetings would facilitate students’ attendance
and participation. Despite the operational change, partners would integrate the Toolkit adding
a new section dedicated to “online activities”. In any case, should the local conditions be
normalised, partners were committed to resume face-to-face activities as originally planned.
In this respect, the Evaluator found it relevant to define the different contexts of use, explaining
the restrictions and constraints due to the health emergency, the types of schools activated and
the classes involved, the participation and role of teachers, the adaptations of the tools, the
method chosen for carrying out the activities (with reference to the continuum face-to-face blended – online learning).
In general terms, the laboratories were implemented in different ways, greatly exploiting the
potential offered by online tools along the following continuum:

In Italy, the NEMO staff managed to organise the laboratories in 5 classes in two schools
(secondary schools of first grade) in Rome: Istituto Comprensivo “Antonio Gramsci” and
Istituto Comprensivo “Fratelli Cervi”. The classes involved were three third grades (13-14
years old), one second grade (11-12 years old) and one first grade (10-11 years old). The
laboratories took place between November 2020 and February 2021. The selected activities
gad to be readjusted to respect the restrictions enforced to contrast the spread of Covid-19 and
to better fit into the general lessons plan. All activities were realised in school face-to-face.
In Austria, the NEMO staff implemented the laboratories in 7 classes in two schools in Vienna:
the Wiener Mittelschule Leipziger Platz (WMS) and the Mittel Schule Friesgasse (MS). It was
planned to implement the labs in 3 schools to reach the number of classes announced in the
proposal. The third school would have been the MS Schopenhauer. It had to quit the project as
the Covid 19 Pandemic began.The project staff had managed to organise two workshops (each
lasting 2 hours) just before the lockdown measures were enforced in March 2020, and eight
more sessions when schools resumed their activities in 2021. With the school teachers, it was
agreed to implement a blended path with a mix of face-to-face sessions and online
sessions/webinars. After a briefing, teachers received the Toolkit. The idea was that the
teachers and the NEMO staff would select the activities and exercises that could be carried
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with the students in a blended mode. A major adaptation was needed; for instance, the video
interview could not be realised according to the original planning, especially because students
were supposed to go through a specific 4-hour training. Therefore, the joint team made of
teachers and the project staff adapted the training for students, organising 2-hour sessions
dealing with activities such as managing a chat with multiple users, being part of the public
and asking questions, taking notes, taking pictures, etc. The online sessions were organised
using Südwind’s Moodle. Zoom calls and other platforms have been used to keep connections
simple.
In Bulgaria, the NEMO partners managed to involve 5 schools: the “Baba Tonka” High School
in Mathematics, in Ruse; the PMPG, in Montana; the 74th SU “Gotze Delchev”, in Sofia; the
23rd SU “F.J.Curie”, in Sofia; the “Vasil Levski” Secondary School in Breznik. The
rescheduling of the laboratories opened up different alternatives: not only did teachers agree
on having most of the planned sessions online, but some activities were also moved to a youth
centre (in Breznik) therefore overcoming the strict school constraints. As regards the online
mode, the workshops were rearranged and shortened in duration so as to keep students’
attention. The online mode proved to be the most suitable since the healthcare emergency was
really harsh in Bulgaria and implied changes week by week not allowing for a consolidated
planning.
In France, the project staff had to adapt to increasingly difficult and restrictive conditions
throughout 2020. Activities were realised at the “Collège Henri Barnier” in Marseille. Already
in March 2020 the school principal was not comfortable with shifting the NEMO activities
online; later on, however, the Ministry of Educations’ guidelines proposed the online mode as
the suitable solution to ensure continuity of the school programmes, at least until June 2021.
Since most school activities were reorganised to be attended in a remote way, also for the
NEMO laboratories an online setup was proposed, and the school arranged a room for videoconferencing for 35-40 students. The NEMO tools were also revised to be used online. By the
end of November 2020, the workshops were launched. MOst of the sessions were held in faceto-face mode.
In Hungary, already in March 2020 laboratories were launched in two schools located in
Budapest: the Álmos Vezér High and Primary School, Budapest 14th district (classes 6a, 7a,
7b) and the Békéssy György High School, Budapest 17th district (three 9th grade classes).
Unfortunately, activities had to be stopped after just one meeting because of the Covid-19
emergency. At the end of September 2020 workshops in the same school were resumed in four
classes. It was very hard to resume activities; the trainers had to refresh students’ memories
and had to retrain teachers who changed in the meantime. Furthermore, in agreement with the
school teachers, the NEMO team had to:
● Shorten sessions: 45 minutes for each session; only for one session trainers were
allowed to take a longer time (1 and ½ hours).
● Change the number of sessions in every class (5 instead of 6);
● Make new arrangements for the interview with the migrant guest (a young Iranian girl).
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After a few weeks, on October 10th, activities had to be stopped again and no external
practitioners could enter the school. This happened in a time when activities had started to be
really engaging for students. The NEMO team checked the feasibility of having the last session
in a community space or in an outdoor setting, but the school denied this, too.
The use of other modalities, e.g. online sessions, was not considered as a viable solution. As a
matter of fact, having 25-30 pupils in the online class would make the online session useless.
It would have been necessary to split the class into smaller groups, and still those who were
not asking questions would get bored. Other options were considered, such as the possibility
to train the teachers about the methodology so as to carry out the workshops on site in an
autonomous way. The NEMO Team and the school staff finally agreed on continuing the
activities in Spring 2021. It was stressed how meaningful it was to grant continuity to the
students and resume face-to-face activities at a later stage. The agenda was reshaped several
times to accommodate the emerging needs and requirements. In any case, the school staff
proved to be extremely flexible and very open towards the NEMO labs. Teachers enjoyed the
sessions and accepted to fill in all the documentation and questionnaires.

5. Results from the laboratories in local schools
The NEMO Toolkit was tested in the five partner countries, involving approximately 600
students attending secondary schools and nearly 30 teachers. As already mentioned, the Covid19 emergency caused schools to close for long periods of time and to rearrange learning
activities in remote mode. The NEMO laboratories, based on collaborative and
active/experiential learning methodologies, and conceived as face-to-face events, had to be
thoroughly rearranged to allow for a greater adaptability to the different contexts of use.
The feedback collected from students, teachers and the NEMO experts was indeed interesting.
It shows a generally positive degree of acceptance of the proposed activities, and appreciation
of their effectiveness with respect to the common objectives.

5.1 Impact on the pedagogical dimension
The NEMO Toolkit and the activities that have been developed have generally proved to be
effective and relevant to reach the project objectives. In the views of the participating students,
teachers, parents and trainers, the laboratories have offered a valuable opportunity to acquire
skills and competences, as well as specific knowledge about the NEMO topics.
Students’ satisfaction has been recorded with respect to the proposed learning methodology
which has implied experiential paths, cooperative and peer learning, game-based learning, to
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tackle urgent subject matters related to citizenship rights and inclusion and affecting digital
skills and key competences.

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE
EXPERIENCE IN THE NEMO LAB?
NOT SURE
21%

NO
3%

YES
76%

Students have recurrently stressed that the NEMO experience has been interesting because:
● They could learn new things.
● They were encouraged to share.
● The explanations were contextualised and hands-on, bringing the topics close to the
students’ experience.
● The trainers addressed current and important topics, using simple language close to the
students’ experience.
● The trainers perceived and treated the participating students as smart people, not as
“fifth-graders who knew nothing”.

Furthermore, it was appreciated that the language used was clear and easy to understand. Young
students feel that they can be easily misled when concepts are presented as complex and
abstract constructs for experts:
I like that the lessons are explained in understandable and interesting
language.
[Student from Bulgaria]
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The students in all countries have shown a general satisfaction and interest for the addressed
topics, especially the themes of fake news, digital identity and stereotypes related to cultural
and ethnic aspects. For many respondents the connection was clear with their everyday
experience, especially using the Internet and social media for their search.

WERE THE TOPICS COVERED
INTERESTING?
NO
4%

NOT SURE
24%

YES
72%

Many comments written at the end of the collected Participant Questionnaires have highlighted
the genuine appreciation for the covered contents: although students had already figured out
that those topics were important, they had not thought about the different implications for their
everyday life. This condition also affected the consideration of the usefulness of the addressed
themes: the “not sure” option was in fact selected by a meaningful group of respondents (128
respondents, accounting for 24%).

DID YOU DISCOVER THINGS YOU DID
NOT KNOW?
NO
9%

NOT SURE
27%

YES
64%
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DO THE THINGS YOU DISCOVERED
SEEM USEFUL TO YOU?
NO
6%

NOT SURE
25%

YES
69%

In the students’ comments, the sessions that they liked the most have focussed on fake news
and how to recognise them, digital identity and safety on the Internet, and the interview with
the person with migratory background. In these respects, they have recognised that many topics
were largely misunderstood or underrated, although apparently familiar.
I’m going to remember this: That I shouldn’t post everything on the internet.
The internet never forgets what one has posted.
I also shouldn’t believe or forward everything that’s on the net until I know
whether it’s real or fake news. Why do people do it? To get attention.
They do it for likes and clicks and for others to share their content.
[Student from Austria]

People spread fake news to get attention and to make people believe
immigrants are stupid.
[Student from Austria]
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However, the potential for change in attitude and behaviour has not been fully recorded.
Although the majority of respondents has declared that “something in the class improved”, the
nature and extent of such change has not been detailed and discussed. In the students’
perception it is not completely clear what has improved/changed within the class, presumably
in terms of social interactions, mutual acceptance and understanding of the NEMO topics:

DO YOU THINK THE LAB WAS USEFUL
FOR CHANGING / IMPROVING
SOMETHING IN YOUR CLASS?
NO
14%

NOT SURE
28%

YES
58%

In particular, many students have declared that they had never thought about valuing
themselves as unique individuals. It has emerged that not only do school programmes avoid
addressing topics related to practices and beliefs that help define us as individuals, but also in
the family environment attention is not paid to these.
This result is consistent with the re-programmed delivery modes of the NEMO laboratories,
which had to be rearranged following the Covid-19-related public health measures. As the
collected data show, the students have not been able to observe tangible changes in the
classroom as a “learning group”. The necessary adoption of distance learning and the
rescheduling of the laboratories (whose duration was forcibly shrinked to ensure feasibility and
consistency with the curricula) have significantly affected the young participants’ engagement.

The feedback expressed by the involved teachers highlights the positive contribution of the
NEMO laboratories to promoting thematic and methodological innovation, as well as to
improving the way the themes related to discrimination are tackled.
The Toolkit provided them with targeted and specific contents and exercises. Special attention
has been paid to the use of games and contests (i.e. the quiz to recognize fake news) that
encouraged students’ engagement and active participation. This has turned out to be an
effective learning strategy, resulting in high participation and very positive feedback.
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Through the proposed games, the students have formed relationships and
established connections. Furthermore, knowing the media world, its risks
and limits, has made them more aware and critical. The many questions and
doubts that arose from many of them made me understand how often the
action of sharing news among young people is an action that is highly
conditioned by the mass.
[Teacher from Italy]

Furthermore, having the opportunity to observe the NEMO trainers and to collaborate with
them in the classroom, has been very instructive and inspiring, in all the five pilot sites.

HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE
STRUCTURE OF THE TRAINING
SESSION(S)?
Very poor
0%

Poor
0%

Average
2%

Good
20%

Excellent
78%

HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE
LEARNING RESOURCES PROVIDED?
Very poor
0%

Poor Average
0%
4%

Good
22%

Excellent
74%
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Finally, teachers considered that the information conveyed during the NEMO laboratories was
interesting and consistent with students’ learning needs and expectations.

HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE
USEFULNESS OF THE INFORMATION
THAT WAS CONVEYED TO THE
STUDENTS DURING THE NEMO LAB?
Very poor
0%

Poor
0%

Average
Good
0%
20%

Excellent
80%

The NEMO topics and activities have turned out to be potentially consistent with the school
curricula, especially in Italy and Austria. In these two countries, the mainstreaming pedagogical
approaches already include active and experiential learning to support students in the
acquisition of social skills and knowledge in civic domains.
In France, on the other hand, the school programme for lower secondary schools is rather
theoretical and notion-based; laboratories are not common and students usually attend classes
in a rather passive way. The NEMO provisions have therefore represented an interesting
challenge for the involved teachers and NEMO trainers. Together, they had to figure out ways
to interest and engage young students so as to make the sessions meaningful vis-à-vis the school
curriculum.
I am used to training groups about technical/specific skills and contents. Then,
thanks to the NEMO laboratory, I realised there is a lot to do about 'soft
skills'… talking about common things and sharing references help kids a lot
to get involved and feel included into the group. Unfortunately,
institutional/public schools in France are not thought to give space or time to
this kind of learning process.
[Teacher from France]
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I appreciate the tone and approach… I regret finding such experiences so
rarely through the public middle school everyday life.
[“School-life assistant” from France]

In Bulgaria and Hungary, teachers have found out that, whilst the active learning methodology
was consistent and well-accepted, some themes had to be adapted so as to sound familiar to
pupils and their families. As a matter of fact, the topics related to discrimination, equal
opportunities, hate speech, etc. are not currently addressed in middle/lower secondary schools
and are considered as sensitive themes.
However, in all the pilot sites teachers and trainers have found the NEMO Toolkit extremely
flexible and adaptable to different contexts of use and changing delivery modes, in
consideration of the measures taken to handle the Covid-19 pandemic. Teachers have expressed
their appreciation for the expertise and constant support of the NEMO project staff, who helped
them manage the laboratories in difficult times.
We had to handle disciplinary problems with students because of the
uncertainties and stress of Covid-19. This must have affected all partner
countries' schools, and pupils/parents/teachers. This new situation seems to
cause challenges in certain cases regarding conveying messages of the
NEMO project. It looks like we have to be very flexible and resilient in this
changing environment, and try to connect to the students even at the expense
of altering the original plans – through adjusting exercises to the actual
situation and state of mind of the students.
[Teacher from Hungary]

5.2 Impact on the individual/behavioural dimension
The NEMO activities have been designed to produce an effect on the participating students’
awareness and understanding in terms of social and civic competences, thus possibly triggering
a change in their attitude and behaviours in the classroom and elsewhere. It needs to be recalled
that the lockdown measures implemented because of the Covid-19 pandemic and the shift to
online learning mode caused pupils to be more unstable and confused, without the full capacity
to focus on the NEMO activities.
The feedback collected from the students in the Participant Questionnaire, from the school
teachers and the NEMO trainers has highlighted a general improvement of the youngsters’
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level of awareness; they were challenged in new activities that implied stepping into someone
else’s shoes and reflecting about one’s own identity and potential.
Students have expressed their general appreciation about the NEMO activities, as already
shown:

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE
EXPERIENCE IN THE NEMO LAB?
NOT SURE
21%

NO
3%

YES
76%

The NEMO activities have triggered curiosity and engagement. Whilst students have not been
able to define the extent and intensity of the NEMO effects, teachers and trainers have managed
to focus on a set of achieved results:
● Improvement of critical thinking skills. The use of active learning methodologies to
tackle the public discourse about discrimination, basic human rights, and other topics
helped students reflect on their own self-perception and on the mainstreaming
storytelling. They were encouraged to express in public their viewpoints and to
articulate their instances, based on their everyday experience, expectation and needs.
By discussing complex topics with their peers, under the guidance and supervision of
expert trainers, students were able to contextualise concepts and to make them familiar.
In this way, they were able to elaborate their own views and discuss them within the
group.
In the words of some of the NEMO trainers:
During the laboratories, students had the opportunity to discuss the
difference between equality and equity. They stated that they had never
tackled such topics before… They found it very stimulating, and their
teacher did, too.
[Expert trainer from Italy]
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The main difficulty was the definition of the terms related to migration. It
has been a good idea to start with definitions, because it turned out that
many keywords were not properly known by the students.
[Expert trainer from Austria]

This class is composed of curious and alert students who willingly discuss
topics. They recognize some stereotypes, prejudices, and discrimination,
but have difficulty recognizing fake news.
They liked our labs, because according to them these topics are really
important and useful for them in their real life. They also liked the links
and the video which we showed them during our classes.
When tackling the topic of fake news, the students made a connection with
the topic of influencers and noted that sharing false information on the
profile of someone from the school is also fake news.
The students had an idea of what fake news was, but the lesson allowed
them to broaden their understanding of fake news recognition. The
emphasis was on proposing strategies to check the news and address
discrimination in them.
[Expert trainers from Bulgaria]

One of our goals was to discuss the main stereotypes, to experience the
advantages and disadvantages associated with it, and to sensitize the
students. They were able to immerse themselves in the roles, but due to the
shortness of time, we were unable to form a deeper conversation.
However, one or two stereotypes have emerged and roles may already be
sensitizing in themselves.
[Expert trainer from Hungary]
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According to different groups of students:
What I liked the most was that the questions that were asked implied some
kind of mental activity - We had to think about our answers!
What I liked the most was that the information was provided to us in a
different and better way; furthermore, we communicated more than usual
and that was very good for us!
What I liked the most was the interview with the girl from Afghanistan. It
was interesting and we learned a lot about people who are different from
us and how they cope.
[Students from Bulgaria]

The workshop was a bit more active today, but that was great. We did an
activity where we had to find similarities with our peers. Surprisingly, we
had more in common than I thought.
Even though most kids had an Austrian passport and were born in Austria,
most still felt like immigrants. Yesterday I found out what I had in common
with a few of my classmates. Despite all of us living in the 20th district,
everybody would rather live in another district. I didn’t expect to have so
many things in common with the others.
[Students from Austria]

● Improvement of self-perception and self-initiative. During the laboratories, students
were asked to take the floor in several activities: they introduced themselves, made their
statements with respect to different topics, and had to step into someone else’s shoes in
simulations and role play exercises.
In the words of some of the NEMO trainers:
I realized that many young people at the age of 11 have little selfknowledge and, at times, a low self-esteem. Thanks to the proposed
activities it was possible to bring back the desire and curiosity to talk about
themselves, and reflect on important issues.
[Expert trainer from Italy]
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Pupils’ behaviour definitely improved, compared to the first session in the
previous week. We could sense a touch of excitement in the classroom
when we entered (Monday, the very first lesson in the morning (!).
Thus, it seems that the class is cooperating, and trust is building up in
between us, as their involvement and shared personal experiences show it
at a personal experience level.
[Expert trainer from Hungary]

The way the students discovered what they shared, mostly about culture
(food, film & series, music, cultural idols and role models), was fresh and
sweet because they seemed to just realize they've got things in common. We,
as adults, take so many assumptions for granted - especially about
mainstream globalised cultural items.
[Expert trainer from France]

It appeared that students felt confident about working on such sensitive
topics using the NEMO methodology. Informal education and active
learning encouraged every youngster to be part of the team and speak out
their views.
[Expert trainer from Bulgaria]

According to different groups of students:
Yesterday, I learnt not to share my identity with everyone because it can
be used maliciously.
We learnt about identity and cyber bullying. We talked about it because
there are many people on social media, who are bullying you. Then the
NEMO trainer told us about a few ideas how to prevent that from
happening. We got a worksheet where we had to list info that would be ok
to share on social media like our favourite colour, hobbies and so on.
[Students from Austria]
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The involved students greatly appreciated the information that the NEMO trainers
presented. Not only did the students show their interest during the face-to-face or live
sessions, but they also tried to develop new, original content. Once the floor was left to
them, they could do their research, reflect individually or in groups, articulate their
thoughts and voice their opinions in a safe space” as the NEMO laboratories turned out
to be. Conflicts were common, considering that young people tend to have very
“radical” views. The laboratory proved to be a space for (harsh) discussion and
clarification, where contrasting/dissenting opinions were handled using problemsolving techniques.
However, a few respondents in the five countries (approximately 8% of all respondents)
also highlighted that the laboratories were not useful at all, showing a sceptical
approach and refusing to engage in the exercise.

● Related to the previous point, improvement of students’ public speaking skills and
self-presentation skills. Seemingly school programmes do not specifically nurture this
set of skills; students are mainly engaged in written tests, and are not trained to manage
oral exams in front of their classmates and teachers. The interview exercise also
encouraged students to adopt an empathetic attitude, considering and respecting the
interviewee’s sensitivity.
In the words of different groups of students, the NEMO activities also supported the
creation of a team spirit / esprit de corps:
I’ve had the chance to get to know my classmates.
[Student from France]

I loved working with my classmates and getting to know each other.
[Student from Italy]

In the words of a NEMO trainer:
Students had the opportunity to create positive content that brings together
all the principles and issues discussed in the Nemo Laboratories. This
provided an opportunity to have experience in creating/trying different
behaviours on the Internet based on (in)security and non-discrimination.
[Expert trainer from Bulgaria]
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However, in those pilot schools characterised by a traditional/transmissive teaching
approach - namely, Bulgaria, Hungary and France - the NEMO trainers found it hard
to encourage students to assume an active role and speak out their views and opinions.
It was hard to have students change their attitude, especially because “this was not part
of the homework”. In the words of a NEMO trainer:
Students’ interest in expressing their voice was uncertain. Since they knew
that this was not part of their homework, they were not motivated to deliver
within the NEMO labs. I presume that this would happen throughout lower
secondary schools; perhaps, it may be easier to work with older students
attending upper secondary school.
In this regard, we had to create a space where they were provoked and had
to react, interact and speak out.
[Expert trainer from Bulgaria]

5.3 Impact on the organisational dimension
The involved teachers generally expressed positive views about the possibility to replicate and
transfer the NEMO approach and the Toolkit to other classes and contexts of use, as the
collected data and the chart show:

HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE
REPLICABILITY AND TRANSFERABILITY
POTENTIAL OF THE NEMO APPROACH
AND TOOLKIT?
Very poor Poor Average
0%
6%
0%
Good
25%

Excellent
69%
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However, at organisational level, the NEMO activities raised important questions, both in terms
of learning methodology and strategy, and content. These criticalities were presented by the
teachers in the questionnaires and by the NEMO expert trainers and discussed during the indepth interviews carried out by the Evaluator once the laboratories had been concluded.
Concisely, the trainers highlighted the following points of attention:
a) Teachers to a large extent participated in the NEMO laboratories, mostly as observers
without interfering in the implementation steps. Only on a few occasions did they take
active part in the activities, as peers within the group. In some cases, especially in Bulgaria
and France, the school psychologists accepted to join the activities. This helped students
overcome their shyness and boost their participation. The focus at this stage was on the
changing role of the teachers, who had to act as peers within the group, ready to ask
questions, reflect on their experience and beliefs, and contribute to the common discussion.
The younger teachers appeared to be more motivated than their senior colleagues; this
might have an implication with respect to the initial training of teachers and the potential
that curricula development and adaptation might have.
It is to be stressed that where laboratories were organised in remote/online mode, teachers
could only attend without playing any active role. Interaction in those cases was difficult
and not particularly productive.
b) As regards the possibility to integrate the NEMO approach within the learning
methodology, this was largely appreciated by all students and NEMO trainers. The
involved teachers and principals also found it challenging and innovative. However,
distinctions need to be made: whilst in Italy and Austria active learning methodologies,
game-based approaches, peer learning and experiential learning are normally adopted and
integrated within the school curriculum (at least, for some subjects), in Bulgaria and
Hungary such approaches are not used in regular curricula but only for specific workshops,
normally in extra-curricular activities. In France, on the other hand, the school
programmes are designed in a traditional, transmissive way; students are not used to
“taking the floor” and participating actively. For this reason, when asked about the
possibility to integrate the NEMO Toolkit (or some of its tools) within the study
programme, the teachers’ reactions in the French pilot site were rather critical and cold. In
this respect, the possibility to integrate the NEMO contents and approach within the
curriculum is not feasible, yet. Again, in a teacher’s words:
I realized a point I deeply anticipated and was afraid of: in French public
schools, especially middle schools, students are busy with 7 hours of lessons
per day, learning a lot of notions and theory. Teachers are tired of providing
all the content their subject requires (ordered by the Ministry of education
- programs office), while half of the time, groups or classes may get pretty
noisy. The status of a trainer coming from outside of the school and the
education public service is a bit difficult to clearly set, and needs
explanations over and over to every stakeholder of the school environment.
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The easiest and probably only solution is to convince the headquarters of
the school and be involved by the director.
Another solution, more efficient, but less easy, is to set partnerships with
some teachers among the 'most involved' in the targeted school.
The organization was very difficult as the CoViD crisis cancelled all
opportunities to get a partnership before the first day of school, allowing us
to set laboratories as regular sessions. The director, truly interested, helped
us a lot by setting moments for the laboratory sessions.
In my opinion, I guess improvements of this kind of action need a deep
and/or patient evolution of (public) school operation and culture.
[Teacher from France]

c) As for the addressed content, in most pilot schools the addressed themes were well
accepted and triggered interesting reflections. In an Austrian class, for instance, teachers
asked the participants to write down what they had learned - thus making the NEMO
activity part and parcel with the school curriculum.
In Italy, the NEMO trainers discussed with the involved teachers and principals about the
possibility to include some of the NEMO topics and activities in the programme for “civic
education”. Teachers found it useful to enrich the current programme with such topics as
active citizenship, Internet safety, diversity, and recognition of fake news as a way to
counter discriminatory speech and behaviours. In a class, where all students had a
migratory background, these themes had never been tackled before since teachers had not
any access to specific tools. The NEMO Toolkit therefore made it possible to address
sensitive topics avoiding the risk of giving an ideological connotation, and of polarizing
students’ positions.
In Austria the contents addressed in the NEMO workshops became the subjects of the
literature programme; students were asked to reflect about the NEMO experience and
express their thoughts in a written test in German language.
As already anticipated in the paragraph about the pedagogical dimension, in Bulgaria and
Hungary teachers found out that some themes had to be adapted so as to sound familiar to
pupils and their families. As a matter of fact, the topics related to discrimination, equal
opportunities, gender, migrant issues, hate speech, etc. are not currently addressed in
middle/lower secondary schools and are considered as sensitive themes referring to
phenomena which can easily generate misunderstandings and confusion, as well as
polarized reactions. In this respect, school programmes do not cover issues that affect
contemporary societies and communities. The exchange with NGOs is not taking place at
the moment, mainly because their role is not clearly defined within the school
environment. In addition, in most cases teachers and principals stated that school
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programmes were already so broad and intensive that it might be difficult to add new
activities, such as those proposed by NEMO.

5.4 Impact on the social capital/community dimension
This dimension was seriously affected by the restrictions that the national health authorities
enacted in the project Countries. The Covid-19 pandemic caused communities to stop public
activities that implied physical proximity; schools had to suspend face-to-face classes and shift
courses to the online mode.
The envisaged participation of parents was partially put forward. The lockdown measures and
the remote/online delivery mode did not make it possible for parents to be actively included in
the laboratories, or in the follow-up deeds that had been designed so as to create a supportive
environment around the NEMO initiatives. Only in a few cases in Austria (1 respondent),
Bulgaria (13 respondents), and Hungary (5 respondents) did some parents fill out the specific
questionnaire and expressed their appreciation for the proposed activities and topics. All
respondents declared that they had not had the chance to address the NEMO topics before; in
general, they found the Toolkit usable and useful, although specific guidance would be needed
to implement it (with respect to the materials for parents to solve problems with their children,
e.g. internet addiction, cyberbullying, etc.).
However, the project partners seized other opportunities to build alliances in their territories,
using other NEMO “products”, such as the mutual learning events at national and
international level, and the infodays.
In all involved countries, the mutual learning meetings served the twofold purpose of:
a) presenting the NEMO Toolkit and other project results to the specialised audience of
schools and training agencies, as well as local/regional education authorities;
b) exploring possibilities to further develop the results and transfer them to other
contexts of use (i.e. other schools, other classes, other types of organisations working
with youngsters).
The participants’ feedback was positive and promising. Among the most-used terms, the
following ones have been captured in the word cloud:
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The participants also nailed some of the main factors related to the sustainability of the NEMO
results. Some quotes from the international mutual learning event (April 7th, 2021) can be
helpful:

It is worth mentioning that in Austria good collaboration has been established with other
players, such as other schools and the national “No Hate Speech” Committee. The Committee
published in its web gallery: https://www.nohatespeech.at/no-hate-gallery/ the poster of the
NEMO project with all contact details.
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In Italy, on the occasion of the final conference (July 15th, 2021), key speakers comprised the
President of the EP, Mr David Sassoli, and EP Member Dr Pietro Bartolo; representatives of
the Latium Regional council, the European Commission, University of Rome “La Sapienza”
and University of Reading; journalists of Arte.tv and La Repubblica. The participants
represented a variety of stakeholders in all partner countries, supporting the value of the project
result and opening up interesting perspectives for further development and broader
collaborations.
With reference to the initial stakeholders’ map (as presented in Ch. 3), it can be confirmed that
several groups of relevant players have been involved (highlighted in yellow):

Considering the Covid-19-related circumstances which affected the implementation phases of
the project (specifically Work Packages 4 and 6), there is clearly much room for improvement
when the regular working conditions will be resumed, in schools and in other key domains.
This is indeed an interesting perspective to be valued for the sustainability and further
exploitation of the project's results.
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6. The communication campaigns
Evaluation has also explored the results of the transnational communication campaign using
Facebook as its main social medium. Not only has the social media campaign pursued the
objective of reaching high numbers of relevant users (campaign reach) but it has also intended
to achieve high levels of engagement of the reached people. This aspect is key to promote an
authentic process of incorporation of the NEMO concepts/messages, making them part of the
engaged young people’s beliefs and values.
The NEMO communication campaign has been implemented on three platforms: Facebook,
Instagram and Youtube. The adv control was launched as scheduled in March 2020. The
pandemic outbreak and the decision to reschedule the start dates of the communication actions
urged the project partners to stop the advertising activities, with the commitment to synchronise
them to the other planned initiatives. Therefore, based on this Consortium decision, the adv
measures were slowly resumed in November 2020 and then fully launched in March 2021. The
planned campaigns that were approved by the platforms were 22: 18 of these were on both
Facebook and Instagram, and 4 on YouTube.
For the NEMO adv campaign the following attributions were considered:
● Coverage.
● Interaction.
● Like.
● Click on the link.
● Video views.

As regards the addressed target groups, choices were made guided by the objectives of the
project. On this assumption, the targets were:
● Educators, who have been identified through the professions filter.
● Young people, who have been identified through the demographic data.
● NEMO geographic areas, whereby users have been identified through the geolocation
filter.
● Parents, who have been identified through the interest filter.
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It is to be mentioned that following the approval of the NEMO project, social networking
platforms introduced a new regulatory framework for campaigns on social and political
issues. This has created a problem for the approval of many of the proposed campaigns. As a
matter of fact, all types of campaigns have been rejected as the new regulation imposes a
detailed disclaimer that must be activated by a resident in the country with recognized agency
requirements for social sponsorship activities. In addition, the content control system of social
campaigns has been enormously tightened to the point of making it difficult to use words and
images that could lend themselves to ambiguous interpretations. The most critical element is
that the notification received in the event of a campaign rejection provides a reference to the
advertising legislation and the possibility of a second analysis which, however, hardly ever
helps solve the problem. Platforms also add the following sentence “Please note that to protect
the effectiveness of the application of our regulations, we may decide not to share in detail the
ways in which our systems identify violations. Above all, we want to avoid anyone using this
information to try to circumvent our control systems.” To overcome this problem, in many
cases the choice was made to neutralize the content to overcome any risks of ambiguity,
avoiding the use of words that empirical experience has identified as sensitive to platform
controls. Furthermore, in some cases, the choice was made to use the channel of commercial
campaigns to go beyond national borders.

6.1 The key analytics
The key analytics describing the success and visibility of the NEMO social media and related
campaigns are presented below:
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As regards the NEMO website: https://project-nemo.eu/

it features the following figures:
-

Developed pages: 42
Unique visitors: 24.595
Viewed pages: 118.511
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In general terms, the communication campaign has achieved the planned objectives,
notwithstanding a number of contingencies at global scale and constraints at national level.
Thanks to the targeted adv campaign, the following results have been achieved:

In detail, with respect to the most successful social network, Facebook, the following data
provide an interesting overview:
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Country coverage:

Origin of the accesses to the FB pages:
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6.2 Data about the FB campaign reach
The figures about reached users are shown below:
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6.3 Data about the campaign engagement
The figures about reached users are shown below:

Clearly, whilst the campaigns’ messages have raised great interest, as shown by the reactions,
they have not been accompanied by similar levels of engagement, as the comments and sharing
levels prove. Obviously, the numbers reached need to be interpreted through the lenses of the
criticalities encountered throughout the campaign implementation, whereby the project’s
laboratories and other activities in the territories had to be suspended for approximately 9
months. The project partners wisely decided to continue with a minimum activity, with 2 posts
per week in each country. This helped keep the audience alive and interested, as the final data
demonstrate.
It is also worth mentioning that the final version of Toolkit has been delivered at the project
closing and at the conclusion of the communication campaign. The rescheduling has influenced
the capacity of the campaign to promote the Toolkit and to disseminate it widely among expert
communities. It is expected that the relevant data of the reached and involved users will be
recorded starting from the end of July 2021 onwards and that these will be included in the
project’s Final report.
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III – LESSONS LEARNED
The NEMO project has been developed in a time of unprecedented social changes, during
which the online environment has become part and parcel of every citizen’s daily life, while
pre-existing inequalities in the distribution of means to access the Internet have become more
evident and severe. At the same time, during the first outbreak of the pandemic the phenomenon
of migration almost disappeared from the public discussion, except for the episodes connected
with the spreading of the pandemic with a greater risk of amplifying structural (or even
institutional) discrimination and a new mediatic distortion of the phenomenon. A few months
later, migration was back in the public discussion.
In this scenario, the NEMO practices and activities proved to be very effective and particularly
consistent with students’ and teachers’ interests and learning needs. Their participation and
appreciation are to be particularly valued since the workshops occurred during the extremely
difficult Covid-19 emergency, which revolutionised all human activities and undertakings for
more than a year. Schools in the five partner countries were shut down for long months, with
students and teachers having to familiarise with elearning platforms, adapted curricula and
changing time schedules.
Many of the activities drafted for the first version of the Toolkit implied group activities, games
with physical contacts and hands-on experiences. The main challenge in the transformation of
activities has been to try to maintain the quality and intensity of the involvement of students
while contributing for the realization of the same objectives. In some countries (i.e. Hungary
and Bulgaria) the emergency measures have caused a fragmentation in the implementation of
the activity making it more difficult to create a continuous and consistent educational path with
students.
NEMO trainers had to renegotiate the planned workshops, rescheduling them time and again
depending on the ministerial regulations and directives. Nevertheless, the workshops were
organised and high numbers of students enthusiastically joined them.
Based on their practical experiences, the project partners imagined three possibilities to realize
the laboratories:
● Face-to-face – a varying number of NEMO trainers/educators are allowed in class
according to the measures in force.
● Hybrid, with a prevalent online delivery – the NEMO trainers carry out most of the
activities in remote mode / online (via google meet, zoom etc.), still ensuring some faceto-face sessions especially at the inception and final stages. In some cases, this option
would imply the training of teachers about the NEMO activities, to be able to transmit
capacities to implement the laboratories in class. The NEMO trainers are expected to
provide online supervision to the teachers implementing the activity with the students.
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● Hybrid, with a prevalent face-to-face delivery – whilst meetings with students are still
held, some activities necessarily take place in remote mode. It seems that the adoption
of these complementary delivery modes does not imply relevant modifications to the
NEMO Toolkit and original methodology.

This means that the NEMO Toolkit and the laboratories have proved to be particularly flexible
and adaptable to different contexts of use. The kinds of implementation solutions have
provided a rather exhaustive and complex picture of the capacity of the tools to tackle online
discrimination of migrants among young students (11-14). The revised and final version of the
Toolkit integrates the adjustments resulting from the laboratories in such critical context. The
finalised tools are therefore more adaptable in emergency contexts while providing clear
guidelines on the different kinds of realizations.
The evidence referring to the local laboratories with students and teachers and to the
communication campaign allows the Evaluator to note a number of highlights which qualify
the actual NEMO experiences and open up interesting opportunities and avenues for further
development.

7. Highlights from the field practices
The NEMO laboratories represented intensive and challenging events where the NEMO
methodology and learning resources (making up the Toolkit) have been put to the test. The
feedback collected from the involved target groups supports a number of lessons learned:
● To encourage students’ participation and stimulate their curiosity and engagement, it is
essential that learning is meaningful. In this respect, the provided resources should not
refer to abstract contents only, but should also combine contents grounded in people’s
real-life experiences. When dealing with sensitive topics, such as those tackled in
NEMO, content must be rigorously developed and presented. Teachers and educators
might want to adapt innovative activities such as storytelling, simulations, games, arts,
graphic; also, they might encourage students to interact on social media (using them for
learning purposes) and to publish their works (i.e., through blog posts, YouTube videos,
or taking part in events similar to TED talks). Taking the words of some of the NEMO
trainers from the partner countries:
“During the laboratories, students had the opportunity to discuss the difference
between equality and equity. They stated that they had never tackled such topics
before… They found it very stimulating, and their teacher did, too”, and “Students liked
our labs, because according to them these topics are really important and useful for
them in their real life. They also liked the links and the video which we showed them
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during our classes”, and “It appeared that students felt confident about working on
such sensitive topics using the NEMO methodology. Informal education and active
learning encouraged every youngster to be part of the team and speak out their views.”
This kind of hybridisation of learning practices helps bring the real world into school
programmes, challenging learners/students of all ages to use complex sets of
competences and skills to understand the addressed topics.
● The NEMO approach, as articulated in the Toolkit, is consistent with the global aim of
teaching and learning 21st century skills. The debate has been going on for more than
a decade in the EU and elsewhere, involving different professional communities in
interdisciplinary collaboration processes. Already in 2008 the European Commission
stated that “every young person can develop his or her full potential, through improved
access and opportunities, to become an active participant in the emerging knowledge
economy, and to reinforce social solidarity.”2
Among the key competences for lifelong learning required to handle current societal
challenges, as detailed in the European Reference Framework3, the following play a
crucial role for all EU citizens, starting from early childhood:

2

"Improving competences for the 21st Century: an Agenda for European Cooperation on Schools",
Communication of the European Commission, 3 July 2008 COM(2008) 425
3
Annex to the Council Recommendation of 22 May 2018 on key competences for lifelong learning,
(2018/C189/01)
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Developing this skillset from a young age, students will acquire an important asset for
their personal growth and their future professional lives.
The NEMO activities have the potential to support young people’s self-awareness; in
the words of a NEMO trainer: “I realized that many young people at the age of 11 have
little self-knowledge and, at times, a low self-esteem. Thanks to the proposed activities
it was possible to bring back the desire and curiosity to talk about themselves, and
reflect on important issues.”
● It is to be reminded that innovative, student-centred learning paths also require
meaningful and original assessment approaches and practices. When students are
engaged in designing their learning experience, they manage to better understand the
lessons, focussing on the learning outcomes and not just on the short-term outputs and
results. It might be useful to ask them open-ended questions, support student
collaboration and group projects, and give them assignments that stimulate them to
reflect and synthesise what they have learned.
The Italian and the Austrian lessons clearly show interesting original solutions brought
forward by some teachers to include the NEMO path in the curriculum and proceed
with a sort of assessment. So, in Austria the contents addressed in the NEMO
workshops became the subjects of the German language programme. In Italy teachers
proposed to integrate the contents within the civic education programme, using some
of the NEMO tools to foster dialogue and mutual learning.
The results of each session deeply depend on children’s mood, availability. The trainers
need to be ready to change the schedule in real time. Time is a key dimension: children
get easily engaged and trainers need to take on the emerging themes in real time. The
ongoing crisis indeed affects how children react and interact.
● The global pandemic which we have been experiencing since the beginning of 2020 has
accelerated the adoption of digital tools for learning for nearly all students. This has
proved to be partially effective for a number of reasons, ranging from poor
infrastructure to inadequate personal equipment, lack of specific professional
competences from the teachers’ side and students’ low digital literacy. In addition, with
respect to the NEMO method and the specificity of the proposed activities, the
effectiveness of the learning path has been weakened by physical distance between the
trainers and the students. Students, in particular, have found it hard to re-create the
productive collaborative ties within the groups of peers which had to interact at a
distance. For instance, this was the case when they had to prepare for the interview with
the key informant with a migratory background.
● The teachers’ positive attitude towards the NEMO activities has proved to be a key
element for the success of the initiative, since students could feel that the contents made
sense and were shared within the classroom.
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In this respect, whilst the teachers’ professional preparation and attitude are
cornerstones in all kinds of education, they become even more relevant with active and
experiential methodologies whereby the teacher’s role becomes fluid and can change
based on the stage of experiential learning, student learning styles, subject area and the
teacher’s preference. In most of the project countries it has emerged that current
teachers’ training programmes provide for little or no space at all to include experiential
learning methodologies. Initial training as well as in-service programmes deal with
subject matters using traditional/transmissive pedagogical models. Such rigidity is
particularly evident with senior teachers. In some cases, the involved younger teachers
have appeared to be more motivated than their senior colleagues; this might have an
implication with respect to the initial training of teachers and the potential that curricula
development and adaptation might have.
Change in this domain would imply a broader reform intervention. However, the
NEMO experiences show that groups of teachers, backed by their school’s principal
and advised by other professionals (e.g. the school psychologists), can gradually
introduce experiential learning methodologies, encouraging students to direct their own
learning, exploring issues that were of interest to them. Disciplinary issues, referring to
classroom talk and disengagement, tend to be overcome quickly: students surrender to
the group’s request and accept to be actively engaged, more focused and demonstrate
more initiative than in a traditional lesson.
The access to suitable resources, and therefore to knowledge, is a key question, too. As
a teacher, a professional will not have all the answers on how to engage his/her students,
and might want to ask colleagues for strategies that work for them and for resources
that can be of help. In the NEMO framework, at national level some sorts of
professional learning communities have been created, gathering the project partners’
experts and the school teachers. Thanks to these local groups, teachers have had the
chance to share and discuss their experience based on the original NEMO Toolkit. It is
interesting to consider the extent to which teachers would participate in these
communities in a normal context without the NEMO resources.
● The NEMO laboratories have shown that a multi-agency approach can boost the
effectiveness of learning paths to counter discriminatory behaviours, hate speech, fake
news and other loathsome expressions. The collaboration among schools, educational
agencies (engaged in non formal and informal learning paths), advocacy centres and
communication agencies can result in a comprehensive curriculum or learning
programme. All parties can benefit from the access to diversified and specialized
resources, and from the outcomes of mutual learning experiences and the regular
exchange of professional practices. This course would also facilitate the set up of
professional learning communities, as described in the previous bullet point.
Furthermore the activation of the students’ parents would further strengthen the
implementation of the NEMO model. Parent involvement is the first step to parent
engagement and, ultimately, parent partnership. Parent-teacher relationships are key for
helping students on a personal and classroom level reach their potential. When parents
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and teachers work together to establish a productive classroom, the effects on students
are intense, with regard to test scores, attendance, self-esteem, and graduation rate.

8. Highlights from the social communication campaign
Throughout its duration, the NEMO online communication campaign has represented the
project’s showcase. Different channels have been started: the website, the social networks
(Facebook, Instagram, YouTube), the partners’ webpages. In the Consortium’s intentions, the
online campaign was to be strengthened by a number of local dissemination initiatives and
face-to-face events with stakeholders. Due to the already described healthcare emergency,
these measures have been launched only at the end of the project lifecycle, as live events
accessible also in remote mode (mainly via the Zoom platform). The attendance has been
satisfactory and the contributions have been constructive. However, considering the restricted
timing, it is not possible to assess the impact that these events have generated for the
participants or the local communities.
As regards the online communication campaign, despite a temporary suspension followed by
a slow-down of posts, which occurred during the first lockdown (spring-summer 2020), it has
been running for almost one year. The main lessons learned refer to the solutions that have
been envisaged to boost engagement, consistently with the evidence-based research carried out
by the Radicalisation Awareness Network (RAN) and the GAMMMA+ model4 it proposes to
design effective campaigns.
● The identification of the campaign’s audience is a key preliminary step. When the
implementation conditions change for unforeseen contingencies, it is necessary to redesign the communication strategy and the planning, and to re-focus on the target
audience characteristics. From the RAN’s “Effective Narratives: Updating the
GAMMMA+ model”: “not knowing your target audience directly and well enough and
what their beliefs are will result in lack of response to a campaign, most likely rendering
it ineffective. Having an in-depth understanding of your target audience's priorities,
how and where they communicate with each other, and why they are likely to react to
your campaign is the foundation of every intervention.”5
In NEMO, this exercise has been accompanied by paid advertisements to hyper-target
certain groups, using research to identify proxies as indicators.
● A real and long-lasting engagement can be obtained by combining different online and
offline media, channels, messages and registers. In NEMO, whilst the online tools have
4

Relevant reference documents can be downloaded from the RAN’s webpages: https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/what-we-do/networks/radicalisation_awareness_network/ran-papers_en
5
RAN Paper “Effective Narratives: Updating the GAMMMA+ model”, Brussels, 19/12/2019, p. 6
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been positively and timely exploited, the offline events could be organised in a lighter
mode and had to be postponed. This situation weakened the potential for the NEMO
call to action, which was expected to raise awareness and mobilise the communities of
teachers, educators, parents.
● The regular coverage of the project’s activities and results giving the floor to the actors
who are directly involved, is likely to generate deeper interest in the audience. When
the key actors, such as: teachers, trainers, pupils (whenever possible, complying with
privacy regulations and other legal provisions), parents, become the messengers of the
campaign, putting forward their own face, then the message becomes more credible and
authentic, provoking a greater engagement both offline and in the online media. This
approach had been planned but could only partially be implemented during the project
lifespan, due to the healthcare emergency and related restrictive measures.

9. Recommendations for further development and
adoption
The evaluation results show interesting perspectives for further developing and adopting the
NEMO methodology and practices.
In general terms, there is a great need for initiatives like NEMO, combining action-research,
pedagogical innovation, communication and advocacy, in a critical domain which affects
justice, solidarity and our democratic values at large. In the opening address of the final
conference, the President of the European Parliament Mr David Sassoli stressed these concepts,
making direct reference to the work which has been carried out to recognise and counter fake
news and stereotypes. In his words6:
“These are powerful weapons in the hands of those wanting to ignite hatred, excite
discrimination against other people and migrants, who live, work, and study in our cities. Fake
news is never innocent, sometimes it even kills people, morally or physically. People who create
and spread fake news are in reality creating monsters and are preparing for conflict and
divisions within our societies. We all share the common responsibility to recognize migrants
as human beings with rights. Article 21 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights prohibits
any forms of discrimination.”

6

President Sassoli spoke in Italian. The translation into English provided in this Report has been done by the
Authors.
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“Furthermore, the Council Directive no. 437 obliges the EU Member States to ensure access
to justice for persons victims of discrimination, and also puts into force sanctions that are
effective, proportionate and dissuasive.
We all have the most important task: to be multipliers of solidarity and builders of coexistence.
This is a cultural battle that each of us needs to carry out.
Politics cannot do much without an informed and responsible public opinion”8
The partners’ voices and the proposals of the stakeholders who participated in the mutual
learning events are also very positive:

7

Council Directive 2000/43/EC of 29 June 2000 implementing the principle of equal treatment between persons
irrespective of racial or ethnic origin
8
The video-message can be viewed at this link:
https://www.facebook.com/ArciSolidarietaOnlus/videos/823730801639573
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The following hints seem to be particularly promising:
● Schools need to be further involved, with targeted presentations of the project results
and the Toolkit. The printed and digital versions of the Toolkit will be distributed to
schools starting from September 2021, with the hope that no new restrictive measures
will be taken in the forthcoming school year.
● Should online learning continue, even if at a minor scale, there is a need to explore the
potential of the NEMO Toolkit to go digital, presumably in blended delivery modes.
The methodology as well as the proposed laboratory activities need to be re-designed,
and specific guidelines for trainers and teachers need to be developed.
● The topics addressed in NEMO and tackled in the activities need to be updated in a
rigorous way. An ad hoc research function should carry out a sort of observatory service
to collect news from the different Countries, update data, review and integrate case
histories, proformas and templates.
● The set-up of local/national communities of practice bringing together interested
parties (teachers, trainers, other experts, parents) would make it possible to address the
NEMO topics according to a multi-stakeholder and interdisciplinary approach.
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IV – ANNEXES

10. The evaluation tools
The evaluation tools provided in this Report are in English. It is worth mentioning that for local
use, all tools have been translated into the project partners’ national languages (Italian, German,
Hungarian, French and Bulgarian).

10.1 Participant Questionnaire for students

- Nemo Lab ……. Class:

………..

Date:

………..

Dear Student,
We ask you to answer these brief questions about your experience in the Nemo lab. It
will take you a few minutes to provide your replies. Your answers will allow us to better
plan our future activities.
Thank you!
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1. Are you satisfied with the experience in the Nemo lab?

2. Were the topics covered interesting to you?

3. Did you discover things you did not know?

4. Do the things you discovered seem useful to you?

5. Do you think the lab was useful for changing / improving something in
your class?
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6. If you wish, describe the thing that you liked the most about the
laboratory.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..

7. And finally, describe what you think should be improved.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Thank you!
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10.2 Questionnaire for school teachers

This questionnaire asks for your opinion about the activities carried out within the
Nemo project.
Your point of view will be very useful to understand the real effectiveness of the toolkit
and its ability to be adopted in other schools / contexts to fight discrimination and
hatred online.
Thank you!

Name:

…………………………………………………………….

Date:

…………………………………………………………….

School (name, city):
Classroom:

……………………………………………….

………………………………………………………

Which Nemo laboratory activities did you participate in?
……………………………………………………………………………………
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Overall, how do you evaluate the quality of the laboratory session
with respect to these aspects? (1: very poor- 5: excellent)
1. The structure of the training session(s): (the methodology applied, the
schedule, the overall organisation, etc.)
1. Very poor
◎

2. Poor
◎

3. Average
◎

4. Good
◎

5.Excellent
◎

2. The resources provided (online&offline materials, documents, video..)
1. Very poor
◎

2. Poor
◎

3. Average
◎

4. Good
◎

5.Excellent
◎

3. The trainer preparation (e.g. his/her ability to explain and illustrate
concepts, to answer questions...)
1. Very poor
◎

2. Poor
◎

3. Average
◎

4. Good
◎

5.Excellent
◎

4. The usefulness of the information received in Nemo Lab by young people.
1. Very poor
◎

2. Poor
◎

3. Average
◎

4. Good
◎

5.Excellent
◎

5. The replicability and transferability in other classes
1. Very poor
◎

2. Poor
◎

3. Average
◎

4. Good
◎

5.Excellent
◎

6. What can be improved with regard to the structure, format, and/or
materials?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Thank you!
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10.3 Questionnaire for parents

Dear Parent,
our Nemo project aims to promote and support educational paths to help your child
recognize and avoid the dangers and wrong behaviours on the internet. Your point of
view is important for us to understand how to improve the project. It only takes a few
minutes to answer these short questions.
Thank you!

1. Before today, had you ever heard about the NEMO project, educational
toolkit or laboratory activities?
◎ Yes
◎ No
◎ Other (please, add details) …………………………………………………………………

2. Did you enjoy attending today's meeting?
◎ Yes
◎ No
◎ Other (please, add details) …………………………………………………………………
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3. After attending today's meeting, how much do you agree with the
following statements?
3.1

Teachers need Nemo's toolkit to tackle the issues of Internet safety, discrimination
and online hatred

1. Strongly disagree 2. Disagree
◎
◎

3.2

4. Agree
◎

5. Strongly agree
◎

The toolkit also contains interesting materials for parents to solve problems with
our children (e.g. internet addiction, bullying, etc.)

1. Strongly disagree 2. Disagree
◎
◎

3.3

3. Undecided
◎

3. Undecided
◎

4. Agree
◎

5. Strongly agree
◎

Schools should equip themselves with toolkits and spend more time on digital
education for young people

1. Strongly disagree 2. Disagree
◎
◎

3. Undecided
◎

4. Agree
◎

5. Strongly agree
◎

4. Do you have any suggestions for us?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Thank you!
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10.4 Trainer’s logbook

The trainer's logbook is a useful tool for collecting data from the Nemo toolkit test
phase. It must be completed at the end of each session (2 hours) by the trainer(s).
Please feel free to describe the aspects you think are most important about contents,
methodology, products and skills achieved. Your logbook will be very useful to help us
evaluate the effectiveness of the toolkit with respect to the needs of students, schools
involved and families.
Thank you for filling it out!

Country:

……………………………………………………………..

Location (city and school):
Classroom:
Date:

…………………………………………

………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..
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1. Which toolkit activity did you choose for today's session? Choose from
the activities in the toolkit; if you have used others, please describe them.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

2. Tell us how the lesson went: did young people seem to actively
participate? Were there any difficulties? Did you have to adapt content /
techniques / materials?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

3. What do you think is the main result of today's session?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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4. Was the class teacher present at the activity? if so, what role did it play?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. Notes / further suggestions: if you have found any difficulties / problems
in today's session, tell us how it could be improved
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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10.5 Interview proforma

PEDAGOGICAL DIMENSION
-

Recognition of the “NEMO topics” as key issues for bringing school programmes
closer to pupils’ and families’ experience
Schools’ (teachers’, psychologists’, headmasters’) consideration of the laboratories
and perspectives for extended use of the toolkit
School’s consideration of integrating specific activities to counter discriminatory
speech and to support critical use of social media and handling of fake news
Openness/restraint to integrate school curricula
Trainers’ increased awareness about the NEMO topics

BEHAVIOURAL/INDIVIDUAL DIMENSION
TEACHERS

STUDENTS

PARENTS

Increased awareness about the NEMO topics and toolkit
Declared change(s) in their skillset, understanding and approach to
deal with NEMO topics and toolkit
Evident/observed change(s) in their skillset, understanding and
approach to deal with NEMO topics and toolkit
Increased awareness about the NEMO topics
Declared change(s) in their skillset, understanding and approach to
deal with NEMO topics and toolkit
Evident/observed change(s) in their social skillset, citizenship
competences, understanding and approach to deal with NEMO
topics and toolkit
Increased awareness about the NEMO topics and toolkit
Declared change(s) in their skillset, understanding and approach to
deal with NEMO topics and toolkit
Evident/observed change(s) in their skillset, understanding and
approach to deal with NEMO topics and toolkit
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ORGANISATIONAL DIMENSION
-

-

Other anti-discrimination initiatives implemented in educational institutions starting
from the use of the toolkit in the months following implementation
Creation by students of events, digital content, opportunities for reflection through
one of the resources available in the toolkit (e.g. online pages, photo reportage,
interviews with migrant women etc ..) that are then shared throughout the school
Augmented role of schools as advisors for the local community about the NEMO
topics and toolkit

COMMUNITY DIMENSION
-

Mapping of key stakeholders /segmentation and adapted strategy to involve them
Involvement of key stakeholders: achieved results (e.g. MoU, joint initiatives, etc.)
Ability to reach out to local stakeholders and achieved results (i.e. through the
communication campaign)
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10.6 Evaluation rubric

Country:

……………………………………………………………..

Location (city and school):
Date:

…………………………………………

……………………………………………………………..

This is your evaluation rubric for the Nemo toolkit. The rubric is useful for summarizing all the important elements related to the
toolkit testing phase in a single evaluative judgment. It must be completed at the end of the toolkit testing phase by the partner
organization's representatives: (the trainers + the project coordinator). The first 3 columns describe 3 different levels of impact that
the project can reach for each indicator: highlight the one you think is most correct. In the right column there is a white space where
you can write all the elements you deem useful to argue your judgment : feedback from beneficiaries / documents produced /
events carried out / ideas or projects inspired by the toolkit or the project, anything that can describe a change.
Thank you!
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1. Initial question: What kind of impact might the Nemo
communities?

project

have

in

our

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

PROMPTS
DIMENSIONS

High level of impact

Medium level of impact

Low level of impact

Level of learning /
satisfaction of
young people

Through the laboratory, young
people have acquired new skills
regarding discrimination, fake
news and online hatred. They
have made proposals and
produced content in the
classroom in a participatory
and constructive way. They
enjoy the interview activity.

Thanks to the toolkit, a part of
the students learned content
about discrimination and fake
news. Not all the lessons
experienced in the lab have had
the same success. The
appreciation is good, but in
some cases the participation in
the classroom activities has not
been continuous or the students
have shown doubts about it.

Few students have shown that
they have acquired additional
skills and are able to bring them
back into the classroom with
respect to online discrimination
and hatred. Participation in the
activities was discontinuous.

Level of
satisfaction of the
teachers involved.

The teachers involved in the lab
appreciated the toolkit and
actively participated in the
testing phase, experimenting

The teachers involved in the
project were not always present
during the laboratory, partially
exploiting the materials present

The toolkit activities presented
in the lab were little
appreciated by the teachers,
their participation was

Examples/notes from the
observer
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with techniques and methods
they didn't know and acquiring
more knowledge on the topic of
discrimination and fake news
online. Their digital skills have
also grown.

and experimenting with some
methodologies. Overall, the tool
is appreciated in some parts,
but others are considered less
interesting.

discontinuous. The
methodologies used and the
contents are not considered
useful by the teachers, and the
toolkit did not allow an increase
in their teaching skills.

Inclusion of the
toolkit within the
school's teaching
strategies

Principals are aware of the use
of the toolkit and recognize its
importance for the school. The
toolkit was discussed in
meetings between teachers and
families within the school. The
toolkit has become part of the
official documents of the school
and of the annual educational
plan. The Nemo project is
named on the school website
and advertised internally.

The principals know the toolkit
and the Nemo project, and
approve its use, but it has not
yet been fully shared in the
meetings between teachers or in
those with parents'
representatives. The toolkit does
not appear in the institution's
official documentation but is
likely to be included in the
future. The Nemo project is
advertised but only inside the
school, not on the website.

The principal has little or no
knowledge about the toolkit and
the project, and even in the rest
of the school there is little
sharing. Only family members
involved in the research or
testing phase know the toolkit,
and in no official document of
the school is its address or the
project mentioned.

Usefulness:
resolution of
conflicts or
difficult situations
in classroom/
manteinance of a
positive climate in
the classroom

Thanks to the testing phase and
the use of the toolkit, some
internal class problems have
been solved. The teachers have
the perception that the climate
in the classrooms has improved
and that the toolkit that can be
used in difficult situations
(social exclusion, bullying, new
students etc).

The teachers have the
perception that the toolkit is a
useful tool for solving
discrimination-related problems
and that it can also be used
successfully in classrooms to
solve potential risk situations
but there have been no cases of
conflict resolution or there is no
warning still a substantial
improvement in the classroom
climate.

The toolkit has been used but
has not brought any
improvement in the classroom
climate, has not strengthened
the group and has not solved
any probable solutions.
teachers believe that the toolkit
can increase learning, but its
immediate usefulness is scarce.

Awareness raising The toolkit and the project were The project and the toolkit were
& promotion of the discussed or presented in public presented in one or more
occasions (even not initially

official events, but without

the toolkit was presented with
events planned by the project,
but the participation was not
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toolkit in the
community

included in the project),
conferences or events that
concerned the schools, and
where issues relating to
discrimination or the correct
use of the internet were
addressed. The toolkit has been
defined as good practice and its
positive results have been
discussed by other relevant
stakeholders (e.g. other schools,
public institutions, ...).

strong public participation or
people from outside the school.
The interest was positive, but
there were no particular actions
taken subsequently or
expressions of interest from
other relevant stakeholders in
the community.

satisfactory. In general,
difficulties / problems were
highlighted in the promotion of
the toolkit and its diffusion
within the community. It was
not possible to involve other
relevant stakeholders (public
institutions, other schools,
experts).

Level of
involvement of
families / parents'
learning

During the laboratory the
parents were informed about
the toolkit's activities, and some
of them showed interest in the
laboratory activities. The
parents were able to view the
beta version of the toolkit and
expressed a positive opinion,
promoting its use also on
official occasions (meeting with
teachers) in the school. The
school has provided a specific
communication for the
promotion of the toolkit among
families.

During the testing phase,
parents were involved through
school communications or
through the boys, but few of
them expressed interest in the
laboratory. Parents are not
familiar with the Nemo project
and the materials dedicated to
them in the toolkit, although the
school will promote the final
version of the toolkit. No
specific communication for
families relating to the project
and the toolkit is expected.

During the testing phase of the
toolkit the parents were not
involved, and their participation
in the promotion of the final
version of the toolkit is not
expected. The materials
attached to the toolkit have not
been presented to the families in
schools meeting or school
website, and no feedback has
been received from the school
regarding the satisfaction of the
parents.

Notes:
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